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There is much about the COVID-19 pandemic that everyone, everywhere—the Ozarks, Missouri, the United States, the world—would just as soon forget. As with all parts of life, however, 2020 to 2022 offers a unique opportunity to learn.

That is why this publication exists: To not only remind others of what took place, but also to inform new generations about one community’s response to the pandemic.

In August 2020, the Community Foundation of the Ozarks published “First Response: Springfield-Greene County Confronts COVID-19, March–July 2020,” to chronicle the initial responses and decisions made by local leaders. This update serves as a look back across the past two years while reconnecting with several of the leaders featured in the first report—and meeting some new faces who stepped up to lead along the way—as we look ahead as a community to what may come.

As we learned time and again over the last two years, Springfield-Greene County is not an island. Decisions made here may have an immediate impact within the city limits, but they cascade far beyond the county line—and beyond the pandemic, given that some silver-lining discoveries made along the way seem here to stay.

The early days

Long before the first “presumptive positive” COVID case was discovered in Greene County in March 2020, local government and health organizations were preparing for what they believed to be inevitable waves of disease that would eventually come to the region.

“I still go back to my breakfast with Clay Goddard at the end of February 2020, when he talked about the ‘novel virus,’” says Brian Fogle, president of the Community Foundation of the Ozarks, of a conversation with the former Springfield-Greene County Health Department director. “We were all still calling it coronavirus. I’d never heard that term. And he said, ‘A novel virus means we don’t know what it’s going to do.’ That has continued to stick with me.”

More than two years after those words were heard, Goddard’s fears have proven justified.

Nearly 71,000 Greene County residents have tested positive for COVID since the pandemic began. Local health systems, pushed nearly to the breaking point, have expanded capacity to serve patients beyond their service areas of southwest Missouri and northwest. Waves across the country exceeded hospital capacities in other areas, and patients have come to the Ozarks for treatment.

While discussions, speculation and preparation were taking place prior to March 2020, that month saw a watershed moment in the pandemic: Greene County’s first patient to test positive came on March 12, a moment that was announced with a news conference of health system representatives, local leaders and even representatives from Missouri Gov. Mike Parson’s office.

Efforts to “flatten the curve”

In the subsequent days, health systems added visitor restrictions, postponed non-emergent procedures, and quickly launched efforts to increase capacity. One example was at CoxHealth, which added a 51-bed COVID intensive care unit in shell space at Cox South within two weeks. A few months later, 30 beds were added to the unit.

On March 24, Springfield Mayor Ken McClure issued a stay-at-home order re to help mitigate the spread of disease and to “flatten the curve.”

“You can go back to the initial decisions in March 2020, and I can remember just about every day of that month two years ago.”

Mayor Ken McClure
City of Springfield
which was in place from July 2020 to May 2021.

“That was exactly the right thing to do at that time,” says McClure. “Clay Goddard and I had a lot of discussions as to timing—how long can we keep that in place, the impact on the community. We both agreed that we had one shot at it; we could put masking in one time. Now, we could extend the expiration dates, which we did several times, but we really had one shot at it. It did what we needed to do, and that was to buy time for the vaccine.”

The importance of transparency and communication

Through decisions and efforts related to the pandemic, local leaders agree that transparency and robust communication were key. An element of these efforts included news briefings, which were regularly held to help keep the community informed.

“I was so happy to see our institutions come together like we always do—our hospitals, our governments, our nonprofits, the faith community, the media, all really focused on keeping our residents educated and informed,” says Cora Scott, the City of Springfield’s director of public information and civic engagement, who emphasizes the role of transparency in a crisis. “And being willing to answer all of the questions, no matter how difficult, and staying true to that.”

The importance of those efforts for communication with the public were clear at the top level, but also within organizations to keep stakeholders in the loop. An example was an online dashboard that Missouri State University maintained to keep faculty, staff and students informed of where things stood.

“The more you’re communicating real information, real data—that’s why it’s important to have a dashboard and update it every day and communicate weekly,” MSU President Cliff Smart says. “It’s creating that trust that we’re getting the best information from the nation, from the state, from our local health care providers, from other similarly situated institutions that we’re all working and planning together.”

New adaptations to support one another

Of course, that information led to decisions that no one expected to make, such as the aforementioned masking requirement and occupancy limitations. As educational institutions, the decision on whether to go virtual was one of those decisions.

“We pivoted back very quickly. We finished the spring semester online in 2020, but even our courses that required one-on-one and in-person (elements) were meeting through socially distanced ways and at odd times to get everybody’s lab work in,” says Dr. Hal Higdon, chancellor of Ozarks Technical Community College. “When we came back for fall, we were back to normal other than being masked, and then we had also spent the entire summer putting over 200 classrooms into an ability to go virtual at any time.”

While both Higdon and Smart speak to the benefits of technology, they also note that they believe going completely virtual would have been the wrong decision for their institutions.

“If we had moved everything online, thousands of our students would have dropped out and never completed college or never started college, because a third of our students are Pell,” says Smart, of students who receive federal subsidies based on financial need. “Many of our students don’t have the kind of internet at home to do work, or a laptop or a computer terminal to do work. We’d have students who would have to try to work on their phones, sitting in a McDonald’s parking lot (for Wi-Fi), and who would be expected to contribute to family income if they’re living at home. Going fully virtual would have been not a viable experience.”

Instead, those institutions operated under modified guidelines—such as with required masking and social distancing—to keep everyone safe.

Creating that type of plan was also a factor at Springfield Public Schools. When the state’s largest district went back to class in the fall of 2020, it was in a modified format: Families could choose two days of in-person instruction, or go completely virtual.

“We are balancing the impact of a global pandemic with the critical need for our students to continue their learning,” noted the SPS reopening guide from before the start of the Fall 2020 semester. “By offering In-Person and Virtual Learning options, we are providing families a choice that allows them to access high-quality instruction provided by SPS teachers in formats which will best meet the specific needs of each student.”

Versions of going virtual were echoed by many districts throughout the region, prompting the need for innovative solutions in regard to parents who could not stay home with children—especially health care and other essential workers, who were desperately needed at their jobs.

One example was at CoxHealth, which launched its School Care Program for children of employees in August 2020. The health system shuttered The Meyer Center, its flagship fitness facility, to house the program, which offered a space for employees’ children to learn virtually and under supervision while their parents were at work.

Another similar innovation that predated the schools’ reopening plan was at the Discovery Center, which shifted its focus in March 2020 to care for essential workers’ children.

“For a lot of leaders, being reactionary is something that you try to avoid,” says Rob Blevins, executive director of the Discovery Center. “You should avoid it, but it became unavoidable.
**Community Timeline**

**COVID-19 response in Springfield-Greene County, August 2020–March 2022**

A timeline of community events for March-July 2020 was published in *First Response: Springfield-Greene County Confronts COVID-19.*

### 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 13</td>
<td>Greene County approves first round of CARES Act grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 17</td>
<td>Missouri State University and other area universities return to in-person instruction with massive safety protocols in place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 20</td>
<td>Greene County Commission approves $35 million in CARES Act funding for community organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 24</td>
<td>Springfield Public Schools begins school year with the choice of fully online learning or a hybrid model with in-person instruction two days a week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 24</td>
<td>Missouri State reports 141 COVID cases within its first week of resumed operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 5</td>
<td>Springfield City Council extends masking ordinance to Jan. 9, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 23</td>
<td>CFO surpasses $3 million in COVID-19 recovery grantmaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECEMBER:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 10</td>
<td>FDA grants emergency authorization to Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 14</td>
<td>Springfield City Council extends face covering, occupancy restrictions and social distancing requirements in Springfield until April 9; U.S. begins mass vaccination effort</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1</td>
<td>U.S. surpasses 20 million cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 3</td>
<td>Gov. Mike Parson ends Missouri’s state of emergency order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 22</td>
<td>U.S. surpasses 500,000 deaths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 19</td>
<td>U.S. vaccinations reach 100 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 26</td>
<td>Donors contribute more than $700,000 to “Give Ozarks: Rally for Recovery” online giving day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 16</td>
<td>Springfield transitions to “Yellow” phase of “Road to Recovery.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 3</td>
<td>Springfield City Council removes outdoor masking requirements, except for large crowds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 4</td>
<td>U.S. announces goal of 70% vaccination rate by July 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 18</td>
<td>CoxHealth announces it may begin diverting COVID-19 patients due to capacity issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 7</td>
<td>Delta variant becomes dominant over alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 8</td>
<td>Springfield makes national and international news for its early surge of the delta variant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 14</td>
<td>Springfield requests State of Missouri help to create overflow site; withdraws request on July 30, citing slow response from state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 11</td>
<td>CFO launches Greene for Vaccine incentive program with Springfield-Greene County Health Department and Community Partnership of the Ozarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 17</td>
<td>Out-of-state anti-vaccine protester harasses CoxHealth CEO Steve Edwards in parking deck, kicking off a spate of local protest events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 28</td>
<td>Greene County reaches 50 percent rate for fully vaccinated residents 12 and over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 8</td>
<td>Eight CFO regional affiliate foundations share $60,000 in Coover challenge grants for efforts to increase regional vaccination rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 8</td>
<td>CoxHealth and Mercy Springfield note significant increase in positive cases, signaling the third surge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 15</td>
<td>Springfield Public Schools reinstates mask mandate for teachers, staff; optional for students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 18</td>
<td>SPS closes schools, along with regional districts, as omicron cases spike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MID-JANUARY:</strong></td>
<td>Positive cases spike prevalent across the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 15</td>
<td>Health leaders announce Greene County’s omicron surge is waning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 22</td>
<td>Returning from President’s Day long weekend, local educational institutions adopt mask-optional policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2</td>
<td>COVID-19 vaccine approved for children 5-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But what I saw specifically on my team, and some other really awesome examples in the community, was this new willingness and ability to be reactive well, even though it’s not ideal. It was like ‘the best that you could do’ sort of thing. I found it to be inspiring that, despite the fact that everybody kept getting punched in the face, they kept getting up.”

From individuals to institutions, those sudden changes were felt across the spectrum, and with a wide variety of needs. To help mitigate the impact of those shifts, aid came from several sources. From the federal level, Greene County received $34 million from the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, which was followed by $57 million from the American Rescue Plan Act. The City of Springfield received $40 million in ARPA funding.

Support was also found on a local level, with such generosity that it’s impossible to mention all who stepped up to help.

“‘A surprise—that’s not really a surprise because I know our community so well—is the exceptional generous and philanthropic response from donors, partners like CFO and United Way of the Ozarks, and local churches and faith-based organizations,’” says Janet Dankert, president and CEO of Community Partnership of the Ozarks. “Going into the first year having to cancel in-person events and fundraisers created a lot of uncertainty and worry, but we found that donations actually increased. I think most of our nonprofit partners had the same experience, which was such a blessing.”

**Working towards a vaccine**

The social shifts during the pandemic obviously were in addition to the reason for them in the first place: The health-related ramifications, which were strongly felt by the health care community.

Springfield is a hub for health care in the region, meaning that even though both CoxHealth and Mercy and other partners are located in Greene County, they serve patients from throughout the region.

“I think the biggest thing that we underestimated was the amount of death that would come out of this,” says Craig McCoy, president of Mercy Springfield Communities. “Our folks have done a tremendous job of supporting each other...
and our pastoral care staff in dealing with death rates we’d never seen before and hopefully will never see again. I wish we’d been a little more prepared for that. Floors that might see one or two deaths a month were seeing three or four a shift. The toll that takes on individuals is very hard. It’s an emotional toll it takes.”

Measures were taken with the faith that once a vaccine arrived, things would change. “That shot arrived in December 2020, when the first shipments of COVID vaccine reached Springfield.”

Mercy Springfield, which received the Pfizer vaccine, administered its first doses on Dec. 14, 2021, to two nurses honored as the first recipients.

A nurse was also the first to receive vaccination at CoxHealth, but the allocation of Moderna vaccine took slightly longer to arrive. CoxHealth administered its first doses on Dec. 21, which coincided with the appearance of the Christmas Star—which NASA describes as the planetary conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn—for the first time in 800 years. It was sort of a spiritual time,” says Steve Edwards, president and CEO of CoxHealth, of that night. “I remember some of our toughest physicians, when they saw people getting vaccines, seeing tears roll down their eyes because we found a solution.”

Like the vaccine’s ability to prevent severe disease and hospitalizations from COVID, however, misinformation was also strong.

While many were eager to receive the vaccine, Greene County’s vaccination rate remains at just 53.9 percent as of March 2022.

The evolution of variants

That low vaccination rate was particularly relevant in summer 2021, when the delta variant hit southwest Missouri. It was one of the first places in the country to see surges of the variant, causing significant national media focus on the region. Mayor McClure was a guest on “Face the Nation,” speaking on national network TV about the impact of delta on the city and surrounding area.

“My message was, ‘This is coming to your communities; trust the vaccine,’” says McClure.

“The presence of delta set in motion a new pattern for COVID: Peaks and valleys of disease as outbreaks and new variants came on the scene. Next was the omicron variant, which began to peak in early 2022 and caused far more cases of COVID and surging levels of hospitalizations.

“It has shifted the paradigm in terms of us really moving into a phase where we know that probably any of the other variants that come along are going to be much more transmissible like omicron has been,” says Katie Towns, who was promoted in 2021 to her role as director of the Springfield-Greene County Health Department after former director Clay Goddard left to join the Missouri Foundation for Health.

“Therefore, more and more people will contract the illness—and without vaccine providing that protection, people are left very vulnerable.”

That reality has been accentuated by the fact that COVID vaccines proved extremely effective in preventing severe hospitalizations and deaths from the virus.

“When you have a life-saving vaccine that was put together by the smartest brains in the world, that could have saved hundreds of thousands if not millions of lives, but yet people are choosing not to get vaccinated based on actual disinformation, it’s very disheartening to me,” says Scott, the city’s public information director. “So I would say the pandemic has made me more committed to public information, and making sure that everyone gets the information they need to make an informed choice.”

Facing division and misinformation

The surge of community strength, shining brightly through the pandemic, also was accompanied by division as some felt measures to combat the pandemic were too extreme and infringed on their rights.

Such sentiments were not isolated to southwest Missouri, but were part of a larger narrative across the state and country. For instance, Missouri Attorney General Eric Schmitt filed lawsuits against school districts across the state over mask mandates. Similar opposition also was filed locally, both through lawsuits and a significant number of people who came to speak out against Springfield’s masking ordinance at city council meetings.

Another example came in 2021, when individuals appeared before council wearing yellow stars—comparing current times to the Holocaust—to speak against a resolution encouraging vaccination.

The action prompted a rebuke from the official Twitter account of the Auschwitz Memorial, which stated that “A mask is not a yellow star. Such a comparison is disrespectful to Jews humiliated by it during the Holocaust.”

That was not the only unexpected moment of concern through the pandemic for decisions made. An anti-vaccine activist from Alabama visited Springfield in 2021, accosting CoxHealth’s Edwards in a parking garage, workers at a local pharmacy, as well as Springfield’s school board and city council.

McClure shares the concerns that he and other leaders had related to these realities.

One came at a city council meeting when gunshot-like bursts could be heard outside a window. Alarm eased once it was discovered that fireworks were going off nearby—but it highlighted of the level of tension present at that time and that
was still present at the end of 2021.

“I had a fleeting fear, when they had the tree lighting on the Square back right before Thanksgiving, of somebody taking a pot shot at me,” says McClure. “It didn’t stay there very long, but I thought ‘You know, if somebody wants to do something, now’s the time to do it.”

**What next?**

In March 2022, things feel better than they have in, literally, years.

Cases are low, most elements of life have returned to normal—but in a world that will never completely live up to that word. How can it, with 723 Greene County deaths due to the virus, and many others affected by COVID in ways that continue far beyond the life of the virus.

Unfortunately, this includes ongoing division of the world in which we live.

“I think instead of bringing us together, it probably further exacerbated divisions,” says the CFO’s Fogle of the pandemic, a differentiator from other tragedies. “One of the things we’re working on for next year is how do we, as a community foundation, help a community heal? Heal from a pandemic, heal from the divisions from the wounds caused by this divisiveness?”

For organizations, the pandemic has revealed needs and opportunities in ways not seen before COVID. Some ways relate to technology, and moving forward with options such as going to hybrid models of education and communication. Additional needs show through areas like food assistance.

“What we’ve seen is that there’s a lot more direct intervention needed. And there’s a lot more work on the ground that we can do, especially in the rural counties of our service areas that are particularly under-served,” says Bart Brown, president and CEO of Ozarks Food Harvest. “Sometimes there’s only one agency or one food pantry in a county in the rural areas. Because we were able to do logistics of direct distribution very efficiently, that’s something that we feel like we can scale really well and then help communities grow their own locally supported or locally helped programs.”

Like many other places in the country, the “Great Resignation” also has affected the Springfield area. The largest number of people who have not returned to the local workforce fall into the 25-49 age bracket, says Matt Morrow, president of the Springfield Area Chamber of Commerce.

“That’s the same thing nationally,” he says. “Where we’re different—and this is a challenge that we’ve had even before the pandemic and we have it now too—is that our labor participation rate is lower than the national average. That hurts us because it’s about five percentage points lower than the national average. If we could just close that gap, we would have a lot of workforce needs being met right now.

Morrow notes that reality ties to a lot of factors, perhaps including education and the region’s cost of living. For some, work and life priorities are different, with some households figuring out how to make it on one income instead of two.

That’s an even starker reality in light of the role health care plays in the regional workforce, and shortages caused by rapid rates of retirement that were present even before the pandemic.

“We knew there were workforce challenges coming,” says Mercy’s McCoy. “COVID just expedited that in rapid fashion. We have to determine how to get the pipelines back up. The challenge is you can generate additional workforce (but) it’s the experience that went out. A much younger and inexperienced workforce is coming out of this.”

The reasons those people leave their jobs are complex and unique. And for even those who haven’t changed jobs—or have evolved into roles with more responsibility, like Towns—it’s safe to say that the pandemic has greatly impacted how many see the world.

“I just think that the establishment of such a deeper connection with my kids throughout this process has been something that I will hold extremely close throughout the rest of my life,” says Towns. “Because as hard as it was to endure, you know, going to work every day and having it be extremely stressful, while they’re going through things like their schools shutting down completely and me working seven days a week sometimes, and seeing them very little, to always carrying stress with me when I was at home.

“There were also these moments of provocation that came from that where I had to stop and sort of detach from work, and just make sure that I was connected to them and gave them the emotional support that they needed in order to navigate this themselves. That has given me new attention and awareness of their needs, and sort of a reciprocity that’s developed, that they also invite me into that place.”

Such moments of warmth, as well as loss, will be a lasting testament to the pandemic.

Which technically isn’t over.

Yet, we must move forward. As we do, hopefully we can better appreciate our lives and community—and the seemingly little things that turned out to be more significant than we realized—while passing along lessons that others can learn from in the future.

“I went back and started reading some things about 1918 to see, and I thought, ‘We ought to be capturing that, too,’” Fogle says. “So five years from now, 10 years from now, whatever happens, that we might say, ‘Here is sort of a playbook and lessons learned so that you’re not having to reinvent the wheel.’

“I think history rhymes, and that we can leave behind some lessons, hopefully, for future folks that deal with whatever that issue might be.”
What We Learned

In their own words,
Springfield-Greene County leaders reflect on the last two years—and look ahead to the future.

ON LEARNING TO SAY WHEN YOU NEED HELP
“One thing we could learn from this is to tell people when you need help. I think that’s a lesson that we can learn. When I had more time to help students, I was able to help more students—but then a lot of times I found out on a press release that people needed help, and that’s the wrong time. I think there could be a community collaborative that could say, ‘Hey, we’re about to have 24,000 kids who need childcare.’ Or maybe there’s a website they can go to, and here’s the resources. We could talk about the numbers we’re each able to take in, and work together.”

ON UNDERSTANDING AND USING THE RESOURCES YOU HAVE
“I think, looking around and thinking, ‘What do I have and how can I help with the resources I have,’ is really all anybody can expect from anybody. But if you look around and see that you have resources, and then don’t help others—that’s bad. As a community, you don’t stand a shot if the people with the resources aren’t willing to use them for the greater good. I really think that’s important, too.”

ON EXPANDING TO OFFER PRESCHOOL
“It was it was an effort that had to be less of a priority because it wasn’t what the community needed the most out of the different programs we’re able to offer. But it’s finally now accepting students and enrolling. That’s a big shift because I know the long-term impact is that there are much fewer options for daycare.”

Science has always been at the heart of the Discovery Center of Springfield’s mission—and now, so is compassion. In early 2020, Executive Director Rob Blevins led the center’s transition, within 48 hours, to a multistory science center to serve the children of health care workers. The shift fulfilled two needs: Keeping health care professionals serving their community while keeping their kids in a safe and learning-centered environment. That effort and others led to national recognition in December 2021, when the center was named the inaugural STOP Award winner from the Center for Education Reform and Forbes. The selection, based on Discovery Center’s efforts during the pandemic, came with a $1 million prize. Soon, the center will continue to evolve and expand by offering a preschool to help address kindergarten readiness.

Rob Blevins
Executive Director, Discovery Center of Springfield
The need for food is about more than just what one eats. It involves logistics, supplies, external factors — such as rising costs of living — and a chain to distribute sustenance to those who need it. Bart Brown, president and CEO of Ozarks Food Harvest, saw these issues come to light in new ways when the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, and the widespread layoffs and job changes that followed, instigated a dramatic increase in need. As Brown plans a path forward, he also sees the silver lining of some shifts from the pandemic, such as the success of a mobile food pantry.

**ON LOOKING FORWARD**

“There’s a lot more direct intervention needed. There’s a lot more work on the ground that we can do, especially in the rural counties of our service areas that are particularly underserved — sometimes there’s only one agency or one food pantry in a county. Because we were able to do the logistics of direct distribution very efficiently, that’s something that we feel like we can scale really well and then use that as a way to help communities grow their own locally supported or locally helped programs.

“The other thing is that we saw that many of our agencies that we serve need commercial coolers, freezers, things like that — equipment that either they need more of, or they need older equipment replaced. There are some physical infrastructure needs that are barriers that we have a plan over the next three years to tackle as well. So there’s a number of different long-term barriers that we were able to identify, but being in emergency mode gave everybody the adrenaline to work through them.

**ON IMPLEMENTING A MOBILE FOOD BANK**

“We knew that our existing agencies, such as Crosslines, Least of These and 290 others, would not be able to handle the influx of need. Twenty thousand people got laid off in a month in August of 2020. There’s no way they can handle that, so we took that on for them. We served 60,000 people through our mobile food pantry, continuously, and are still doing that on a smaller scale, so that our partner agencies did not have to respond to that need on top of their own. And what we found was that’s a very efficient way of meeting needs in underserved areas, including Springfield, and we’re going to continue with that.”

**ON UNDERSTANDING THE ONGOING NEED**

“For our clients, now, a lot of them are back to work. But now there are still supply chain issues. Protein items are extremely expensive. There’s a lot of pressure there. And then you had the unprecedented rise in the cost of housing in our market in particular. It’s a perfect storm — for our clients, that’s what they are facing: increased fuel costs, increased energy costs, increased housing costs, increased food costs — and perhaps a mildly increased starting wage.”

---

The virtual shift prompted by the COVID-19 pandemic offered both opportunities and challenges for Janet Dankert, president and CEO of Community Partnership of the Ozarks. The organization serves a wide spectrum of clients, including many who are without homes and access to technology, leading to unique approaches to serve different communities.

**ON THE IMPACT OF VIRTUAL WORK**

“Connections are so important, especially in the work that we do, but the pandemic’s effect on us as an organization was a lot more than we even realized. Going from a highly connected organization that is very team-focused to forced isolation with less personal contact and all Zoom meetings impacted our engagement with each other. It was unavoidable but still disruptive. We are excited to refocus on new ways to build connections within our team.”

**ON HOW THE PANDEMIC HAS RESHAPED PRIORITIES**

“I have a stronger sense of purpose and recognize the importance of the small things as well as the people in my life. I’ve also made changes in the ways I spend my time and who I spend it with.”

**ON PLANNING AHEAD FOR FUTURE EMERGENT SITUATIONS**

“Have a collaborative system in place for coordination. Be flexible. Work ahead for safety and disaster situations so you have a plan you can implement quickly. Always put the safety of your team and those you serve first. Practice self-care and model that for your team.”
As Greene County Presiding Commissioner, one of Bob Dixon’s top roles through the COVID-19 pandemic has involved the distribution of government support funds. This effort included the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, which gave $34 million to Greene County with a required distribution period of six months. Another element still underway is $57 million in funding from the American Rescue Plan Act, which is overseen by a committee of nine citizens and will gradually disperse resources over the next three years. These efforts are supported by Dr. Lyle Foster, who has led the distribution of both CARES and ARPA funds.

**ON MAKING A PLAN TO DISTRIBUTE GOVERNMENT AID**

“It’s very difficult to get a grant organization up and running and completed within six months if you haven’t done it before, but we were able to do it.

“We learned a lot from that CARES process. We learned some things that we would do differently, just as far as flow and the process, and we’re implementing those changes into the process that we’re using for the ARPA money.”

**ON LEARNING FROM PUBLIC SENTIMENTS**

“We knew that the vaccine was the solution. We had masking, but when the vaccine came out, that was really the answer: to get folks vaccinated. But how could we do that when all of the polling indicated a large segment of society had resistance to the vaccine if government actually told them to go get the vaccine? The polling indicated it was more effective, and you actually got a higher take level, if rather than telling folks to go get the vaccine, if government just encouraged people to go talk to their medical provider, and let them make that decision.

“There are some things you can’t listen to polling on. You have to do what you know is right. But when it’s trying to get the public to do something, you have to listen to the public and know how they want to be directed. And so that was one of the big takeaways for us that really was instructive. So if we were talking to folks in the future who were dealing with something, I would say: Listen to the science, but you also have to listen to the people and understand who your audience is, and how you’re going to get them to do something.”

---

**Steve Edwards**

President and CEO, CoxHealth

Even before the first COVID-19 case was diagnosed in Greene County, CoxHealth President and CEO Steve Edwards saw a need. Starting in early 2020, he, along with the health system’s Incident Command team, worked to navigate the ever-evolving pandemic by adding patient care space, stockpiling personal protective equipment, avoiding layoffs and more. He also worked to keep the region and beyond informed of the realities of COVID-19 through the power of social media.

**ON IMMEDIATELY RECOGNIZING THE NEED**

“I think the attitude that we had as an organization was that there’s this slow-moving natural disaster coming. We’re maybe more aware of it than the general public, and how urgent should we make our response? “One of the most powerful moments is when we added a 51-bed COVID ICU and the whole story behind that. Of JE Dunn, not taking profit and not taking overhead for it, and the subcontractors doing the same. Then ultimately Prime supporting it, and it initially sitting idle. And now, we’ve probably had 3,000 patients go through there.”

**ON BEING UNITED WITH A COMMON MISSION**

“I’ll always remember people just flooding to the hospital to provide what they could. I think that was an absolute highlight. Another was the collaboration among our physicians with each other. Never before would we have a meeting that 180 or 200 physicians would be part of, and that was happening once or twice a week. It was a unifying sense of purpose. I know there’s tragedy and crisis in all this, but it was also really rewarding to see how people came together. It’s a ‘Band of Brothers’ story for me from the inside. People fought together, bonded, and we’ll always remember this time together.”

**ON FACING ENDEMIC DISEASE**

“I don’t think anyone thought it would have two-plus years. I remember when all the leading experts said COVID would be like a snowstorm. And I remember saying, ‘I think it’ll be a long winter.’ And it’s been more than a long winter. So I think we underestimated that—and, of course, we’re not through it. There may be other waves and other variants. But we do know we do have a lot of antivirals, and a lot of monoclonals, and more ability to advance those, and we know the value of vaccines. “Someone described COVID sort of like smoking-related injuries; that it’s now avoidable. Just like lung cancer is generally avoidable if you don’t smoke, or heart disease related to smoking is generally avoidable if you don’t smoke. Like with virtually every disease we have, there’s a percentage of all of us that don’t do a great job taking care of ourselves. It makes sense that this is the same way.”
Brian Fogle
President and CEO, Community Foundation of the Ozarks

Understanding and meeting needs has long been the aim of Brian Fogle, president and CEO of the Community Foundation of the Ozarks. Those goals evolved in new ways through the COVID-19 pandemic when, in the face of need, the CFO to quickly adapted its efforts to serve in unexpected and desperately needed ways.

ON UNDERSTANDING AND RESPONDING TO EVOLVING COMMUNITY NEEDS

“I think we’ve always been responsive, but we would plan a year ahead. That’s what was different this time—we would plan in a day. I applaud our board, too. We were fortunate to be in a good financial situation and we had built up operating reserves. Our board was willing to say, ‘These are rainy day funds, and there’s a deluge.’ We’ve done that three different times in which we’ve committed our reserves to grant programs, because of the need of this unprecedented pandemic. I also think having those discretionary funds was key, so we had not committed everything, and we were able to respond quickly because we had flexible discretionary funds.”

ON EXPERIENCING GROWTH AND CHANGE

“I’ve learned how effective people can be working from home and virtually. The old model of 8 to 5 and coming in and meeting face-to-face—there are alternatives that are very, very effective.

“On a personal basis, I read a poem early on that somebody had written out of Minnesota, about how ‘Never again will I take for granted a full movie theater, live music, laughter at dinner with friends.’ I’ll try not to take that for granted anymore. Because when we didn’t have it—I’m a social person, and I love being with other people—that was hard. I hope I’ll never take those moments for granted again.”

ON MOVING FORWARD

“I think of 9/11, when it brought us together as a country and a nation. This didn’t—we were having arguments over masking and whether this was even a real thing. I think instead of bringing us together, it probably further exacerbated divisions. One of the things we’re working on for next year is how do we, as a community foundation, help a community heal. Heal from a pandemic, from the divisions, from the wounds caused by this divisiveness. We’re having those discussions: What can we do about that?”

Dr. Hal Higdon
Chancellor, Ozarks Technical Community College

For Dr. Hal Higdon, chancellor of Ozarks Technical Community College, COVID-19 brought both surprise—particularly regarding skepticism of the pandemic’s reality, and ongoing science—and positive shifts in the form of organizational growth. An example is OTC Cares, a decision-making process that has four pillars, which Higdon says helped the organization “own” the decisions its leaders made. He also points to the benefit of having solid frameworks in place, such as ongoing collaboration with local leaders and commitment to technological advancement, that helped foster success during difficult days.

ON IMPLEMENTING A HYBRID MODEL

“We really changed our modality—not making the mistake that a lot of institutions did nationally of going 100% online—and went to a hybrid model, so that if an instructor was ill or was unsure about a COVID-19 test, they could remotely teach. Or if a student was waiting on a test or was ill, they could go remote. And that has continued, and is really paying dividends because we haven’t had any snow days, even the days we did not have physical classes during the last round of bad weather. So one of the byproducts of COVID is we’ve become much more intelligent about how we conduct classes and much more user-friendly for our faculty and our students.”

ON COMMUNITY COLLABORATION

“What I would say to someone 20, 30, 40 years down the road is try to get your leadership all on the same page, which in Springfield, frankly, we did. From our health department, our city, our school district, our colleges and universities, our health officials and our chamber of commerce—we met regularly and we stayed on the same page.”

ON THE NEED FOR GRACE

“We are a much better organization because of what happened with COVID. That should be true of every obstacle you face. I’m really proud of the way our people adapted. I’m concerned about the lack of civility and grace on a national level, and even state- and local-level issues, from whether the city flag ought to change or whether we should build a Buc-ee’s. But I think, inside our organization, we avoided that. I’m hopeful that as Springfieldians, Greene Countians, southwest Missourians, Missourians, Americans, we can learn to have a little grace and be accepting of people who don’t agree with us without being negative.”
ON ENTERING A CRISIS IN-PROGRESS

“Initially, I reviewed the district’s reopening plan. I looked at the COVID plan, previous board meetings, communications that the district had shared publicly. I got a feel for what was going on, followed information and stories in the community as it relates to how the greater community was responding to the pandemic, i.e. the City of Springfield, the health department—to have an understanding of where we were as a community, around the pandemic and around masking.”

ON TRUSTING YOUR RESOURCES

“I share this as many times as possible that I can: I’m very thankful to our health department. The collaboration has been wonderful. They truly helped me with my transition. Before July 1, I came in a week or so early, and they were one of the first groups of people I met with. They held my hand every step of the way. Anytime we called, they were responsive, they got us the data that we needed. They helped us understand from a science perspective, ‘OK, the CDC is saying this now—what do they really mean in layman’s terms?’ They were just wonderful partners.”

ON MAKING THE DECISION TO RESUME MANDATORY MASKING

“For me, it was not difficult because I believe in the science. I was using the data to make my decision. From that standpoint, as a leader, I needed to do what was in the best interest of the staff and students in our school district. It was not tough. What was disappointing were the comments and people not believing that we were in the middle and are still in the middle of a pandemic. So that was disappointing—but it wasn’t a tough decision to make.”

Mitigating the spread of a virus wasn’t the only unprecedented reality Springfield Mayor Ken McClure navigated through the COVID-19 pandemic. During the turbulent time, McClure and Springfield City Council members made decisions regarding masking requirements and capacity limitations for businesses to help keep the community safe. His focus also involved collaboration with neighboring cities, relying on a structure of transparency between key organizations and entities, and looking to the past to learn from decisions in days gone by.

ON THE VALUE OF GETTING COMMUNITY LEADERS ON THE SAME PAGE

“Nothing of any consequence happens in this community without a lot of people weighing in on it and having a chance to talk. ... That happened because of routes set years ago on community leadership. Entities and individuals talking regularly. The value of that came to fruition when we got into this two years ago because those communications were regular. Every Thursday morning at seven o’clock for weeks, we had a Zoom call with all of those entities in place, and we all heard the same information. So no one was surprised and that was key: Nobody was surprised.”

ON LEARNING FROM THE 1918 FLU PANDEMIC

“I’ve got copies of newspapers from 1918 in my briefcase that I still carry. The headline in the Springfield paper in October 1918 was ‘Mayor closes schools, theaters, businesses, prohibits all large public gatherings.’ And the order which he issued in 1918 was printed in the paper. You could have substituted the dates and the name of the disease and it’s almost identical to what I had to issue in 2020. I learned a lot from reading about history.”

ON SEEING SPRINGFIELD AND GREENE COUNTY AS PART OF A LARGER PICTURE

“We had to focus initially on where we are and what we can do here locally—the impact that we have locally. That, of course, was challenged because of the health care facilities having their reach all into southwest Missouri and Arkansas. So we were not an island in the sense that you can’t block off Springfield and Greene County. It was challenging. I had regular communication with state leadership; I know Clay Goddard and Katie Towns had far more. My goal was just to make sure that we articulated what our problems were, what our situation was, and then state and other leaders knew it, and make clear what we thought we needed. And then at that point, we had to go take care of the needs as we could best address them.”
Craig McCoy joined Mercy Springfield just two months before the pandemic took hold in the Ozarks. His early career as a paramedic served as a good training for the unpredictable and unprecedented times that would follow for the next two years.

**ON FUTURE HEALTH CARE DEMANDS**

“We’re going to see a continued increase in the next couple of years in people who have steered away from preventive care. I think we’re going to see a surge in disease prevalence due to the lack of preventive care. We’re going to run through that cycle with more demand in regard to those who are being diagnosed now.”

**ON WORKFORCE CHALLENGES**

“We knew there were workforce challenges coming. COVID just expedited that in rapid fashion. We have to determine how to get the pipelines back up. The challenge is you can generate additional workforce. It’s the experience that went out. A much younger and inexperienced workforce is coming out of this. It’s still people coming and going right now. Until COVID really completely dies down and we move into the endemic status and then we can hopefully get our arms around the travel nurse, agency nurse situation.”

**ON EMERGENCY READINESS**

“I think we have really good emergency preparedness as a Level 1 trauma center. (Recently), we had four gunshot wounds at the exact same time. This was very different from that. Those situations hit quickly and you move past them in short fashion. This wasn’t like a mass influx. It was a steady, constant flow that you couldn’t get a break from. I think they are two different things. Two very different things. This didn’t subside.”

**ON COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP**

“Being relatively new when this started, one of the things I was really impressed with were the partnerships and the way people work together. There was a lot more collaboration than competition. I saw that play out here.”

Matt Morrow has spent his career advocating for business growth and economic development. Those efforts took a new tone through the COVID-19 pandemic, which forced businesses to work outside the box in ways they never expected as shutdowns, occupancy limitations and consumer habits required innovative strategies to navigate and thrive through evolving situations. The pandemic has also offered a reminder to be kind: While always known and important, the pandemic has reiterated that ongoing compassion for all areas of people’s lives is crucial.

**ON THE STATE OF THE WORKFORCE**

“Businesses have done what businesses do: They’ve been very innovative—it’s their nature to do that. When you give a business owner and entrepreneur a complex, hairy unprecedented problem, they’re exactly the ones who will start tackling that in new and creative ways. So we’ve seen that happen in a whole variety of capacities all through the last couple of years, and it continues. The biggest challenge that they’re facing right now, of course, is that the workforce has not come back at the same level that it was before the pandemic—and it was tight before the pandemic. So that’s the big, challenging problem that they’re working to address right now.”

**ON OUTSIDE INFLUENCE ON LOCAL ISSUES**

“The thing that’s been a little bit more surprising to me has been how much people who don’t even live here, or have connection to the community, sort of come in to try to ‘gin it up.’ I didn’t see that coming. I’m generally proud of how our community just responded and handled things in a way that’s very adult. At the same time, it was a little surprising to have someone from Alabama who now is on some sort of national tour, threatening people in health care jobs. I didn’t see that coming.”

**ON HOW WE SEE OTHERS**

“I do think that watching and working with people, as they go through the myriad complexities that accompanied the last couple of years, has led me to a place where I’ve tried to be a lot more mindful about what might be going on in someone’s life that has nothing to do with work. We don’t get to just forget that we’re a whole person. We come to work, we go to school, we do whatever we do, but we don’t get to forget about all the things that we’re dealing with in the rest of our lives. And I think that’s something that I hear a lot of employers being a lot more mindful of. Whatever we’re going through does affect every part of our lives and we need to have a lot of grace with each other about that.”
**Rev. Bob Roberts**

*Co-chair, Have Faith Initiative*

Shortly after the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Have Faith Initiative was created to coordinate response and recovery efforts with local faith representatives. Those individuals, representing a variety of religious traditions, had the opportunity to hear directly from local leaders about where things stood with the pandemic, ask questions, engage in dialogue and offer support as the situation unfolded.

**ON THE IMPACT OF INCLUDING FAITH IN PANDEMIC RESPONSE**

“I want to applaud our community leaders and the CPO, CFO, United Way for having the vision of pulling the faith community in with that process. I think that was very, very critical. If the faith community hadn’t been pulled in then, there would have always been that ‘You’re telling us what to do,’ versus, ‘Thank you for putting your arm around us and bringing us in as part of that process.’ Everybody was at the table and were able to ask the rough, tough questions. The community probably doesn’t even know about that.

“So what lesson did I learn? Come to me early and you have a friend. Come to me late and you have a judge.”

**ON HOW CHURCH ATTENDANCE HAS CHANGED**

“It opened up a different way to view church. Because now you got used to viewing it with a bagel and coffee in a comfortable chair over Zoom or YouTube—versus getting up, getting dressed, going to the facility.”

**ON HOW THE PANDEMIC HAS IMPACTED FAITH**

“I personally think people that I’ve chatted with were more reflective on their faith because their entire lives were interrupted. We have done more counseling, as well as telephone discussions and on-site counseling, during this time than we had any time previously.

“I think people totally had reflection on where they were currently in their life, what their faith walk was and how do we grow as a community. As a community leader, I always look at it from the bottom-line reflection: Our community is better today because we went through this together versus separately. I know that for a fact.”

---

**Cora Scott**

*Director of Public Information & Civic Engagement, City of Springfield*

Years spent connecting people with information laid the groundwork for Cora Scott’s role as lead communicator for the City of Springfield and Greene County during the COVID-19 pandemic. Scott worked with health department and local leaders to update the public on need-to-know topics through a variety of channels, including live news briefings that were held multiple times a week at some points in the pandemic.

**ON ADDRESSING MISINFORMATION**

“I feel like we’ve experienced something that I never dreamed we would experience as a human race. I know we have, because we have history to go back and read, but, in my mind, it’s the growth of disinformation in this fight for the truth. Not to sound overly dramatic, but I feel like it’s vital to our democracy to continue to fight that fight. Because when you have a life-saving vaccine that was put together by the smartest brains in the world that could have saved hundreds of thousands if not millions of lives, yet people are choosing not to get vaccinated based on actual disinformation, it’s very disheartening to me. It’s made me more committed to public information and making sure that everyone gets the information they need to make an informed choice.”

**ON THE POWER OF COMMUNITY NEWS BRIEFINGS**

“I thought that these were going on all around the country. But what I’ve learned in hindsight, is that people have told me, ‘We told our families who lived in other communities and our friends to tune in to Springfield-Greene County,’ because they felt a sense of trust with our hospital CEOs, our local government, our health department. That’s why we had such huge numbers. We had tens of thousands of people tuning into those livestreams. At the time, I didn’t realize it. I thought, ‘This is the right thing to do—we need to be very proactive and aggressive in informing our community.’ I did not realize the disarray of the national rhetoric and on the political level, and even in the media, regarding all of this. We just were heads down: ‘Let’s get the information out.’ In hindsight, I think that was really unique. It certainly was unique that we had competing television stations coming together and doing town hall meetings together and breaking into their programming when we had live news briefings. I think that’s definitely a sense of pride for our community.”

**ON ADVANCES IN TECH FOR CIVIC ENGAGEMENT**

“A positive thing that I think will continue in the future is the incredible ability to adapt to technology. I think that virtual meetings, hybrid meetings—we’re going to try to keep those things going in perpetuity because, for people who have limited access, being able to participate remotely is a blessing.”
Managing people, data and personalities became an integral part of Clif Smart’s work during the COVID-19 pandemic. As president of Missouri State University, Smart worked to lead the organization through waves of the pandemic by emphasizing the importance of transparency and data-driven decisions — while recognizing other key elements that factor into the success of the university and its students, faculty and staff.

ON LOOKING AT THE BIGGER PICTURE

“You've got to remain flexible and you've got to preserve your options until you have to make a choice because it has been very unpredictable. I think the other thing: For many of us, it’s more than just protecting your health. We, in our country, need business to continue, we want entertainment to continue, we need to have meaningful engagement with people to have a life worth living, we need to continue to be able to go to concerts and churches and gather with friends and family. Absent something like the bubonic plague coming through, I think you can't just make decisions based on a pandemic. I think you have to have a bigger framework.

ON THE IMPORTANCE OF CREATING TRUST

“You have to communicate 10 times more than you think you do, and 20 times more than you do regularly. That's reassuring to people. And the other piece is if you're not telling them, and if you're not soliciting input, and you're not giving them a framework, then they'll create one on their own.”

ON WAITING TO MAKE THE RIGHT DECISION

“Don’t make decisions until you know for certain, which is not typically Leadership 101. This last year, for example: In October, we took the mask requirement off except in classrooms and clinics and a few other places. We were thinking that at the end of the semester, it would go off completely. But we said there's no point in making that decision until we're four days before school. Well, by then we'd had an omicron surge, and so thank goodness we hadn't made that decision. We wanted people, to the extent that they can in the world in which we now live, to be able to rely upon things that we said.

“I think the combination of not having to reverse decisions, and widely soliciting input—in a lot of those town halls, we did surveys, ‘Take out your phone, and answer this question,’—and getting input, sharing information as broadly as we can, meeting with any group that we wanted to meet with, the combination of communicating times 10, plus not having to remake decisions, helped people gain confidence in us. And so, when we said, ‘We think it’s time to end the mask requirement,’ I didn't get a single employee email telling me that I was a Nazi. I think we had developed people having confidence that we’re going to make right decisions at the right time based on data.”

ON THE IMPORTANCE OF COORDINATION

“Try to not be on an island by yourself. When we rolled our mask requirements off, we coordinated so that Drury and OTC did it on the very same day, and we announced it at the very same time. Because again, then people know, ‘OK, they've coordinated this; they're thinking about this.’ And we were able to say, ‘The Springfield-Greene County Health Department has told us this would be appropriate now.’ You're letting people know that we're not just shooting in the dark—we didn't just get tired of this, but that we've been working on this.”
Katie Towns

Director of Health, Springfield-Greene County Health Department

The COVID-19 pandemic has shone a bright light on the role of public health in a community’s well-being. Katie Towns saw this firsthand, both in her role as assistant director for the Springfield-Greene County Health Department, and after she officially took over for former Director of Health Clay Goddard in 2021. Looking both back and forward at the pandemic, Towns notes shifts that have impacted her department’s role and work.

ON THE ARRIVAL OF THE VACCINE

“The arrival of the vaccine was one of those major pivotal moments that continued as the production ramped up and we saw more and more arrive in our community. And then, as we started to see the evidence, when the younger and younger age categories were offered vaccine. Each of those moments has been significant in terms of offering protection to people so that we could really change the trajectory of how COVID was affecting our community.”

ON THE IMPACT OF VARIANTS

“Delta was an extremely trying time, where there were lots of people becoming very sick without the resources that we had necessarily been given the luxury of planning for. The omicron surge was obviously significant as well, but it has shifted the paradigm in terms of us really moving into a phase where we know that probably any of the other variants that come along are going to be much more transmissible like this one has been, and therefore more and more people will contract the illness, and without vaccine providing that protection, people are left very vulnerable.”

ON NEW SKEPTICISM OF TRADITIONAL PUBLIC HEALTH MEASURES

“That there have been continued attacks on public health as a concept is what’s sort of surprising to me more so than anything. Having legislation filed to adjust or peel back some of the vaccination schedules that have been used for decades to protect children in schools and protect our communities from things like measles, mumps and tuberculosis. The idea of having to isolate somebody who’s very sick with a disease that can transmit extremely easily. All of these practices are being called into question and, in some places, attacked with legislation being filed, or people being attacked as leaders.

“Those are all things that are surprising to me as we continue to navigate this world that we are going to exist in with COVID. Where does that sort of leave us as we enter the next phase of our future with communicable disease?”

ON TRAGEDY AND HOPE BROUGHT BY COVID-19

“There’s been a lot of tragedy that has come from the fact that public health has been under scrutiny and sort of devalued. People have died. A lot of people have died, because we have not been able to overcome the politicization of this issue. And so I do see that as tragedy. But I also have high hope in humanity. And I think that there are lots of lived experiences that are happening and have happened over the course of the couple of years that we’ve all endured, that have opened people’s eyes to the possibilities of changing their minds about opinions that they’ve held on to.”
Find the online version of this report, as well as the original “First Response” publication, at cfozarks.org/firstresponse.